Non-crystallographic symmetry in proteins: Jahn-Teller-like and Butterfly-like effects?
Partial symmetry, i.e., the presence of more than one molecule in the asymmetric unit of a crystal, is a relatively rare phenomenon in small-molecule crystallography, but is quite common in protein crystallography, where it is typically known as non-crystallographic symmetry (NCS). Several papers in literature propose molecular determinants such as crystal contacts, thermal factors, or TLS parameters as an explanation for the phenomenon of intrinsic asymmetry among molecules that are in principle equivalent. Nevertheless, are all of the above determinants the cause or are they rather the effect? In the general frame of the NCS often observed in crystals of biomolecules, this paper deals with nickel(II)-substituted human carbonic anhydrase(II) (hCAII) and its SAD structure determination at the nickel edge. The structure revealed two non-equivalent molecules in the asymmetric unit, the presence of a secondary nickel-binding site at the N-terminus of both molecules (which had never been found before in the nickel-substituted enzyme) and two different coordination geometries of the active site nickel (hexa-coordinated in one molecule and mainly penta-coordinated in the other). The above-mentioned standard molecular crystallographic determinants of this asymmetry are analyzed and presented in detail for this particular case. From these considerations, we speculate on the existence of a fundamental, although yet unknown, common cause for the partial symmetry that is so often encountered in X-ray structures of biomolecules.